FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICES:

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK (RMF)
NEUTRALIZING SECURITY RISKS
In 2014, the Department of Defense (DoD) introduced the Risk Management
Framework (RMF) to help federal agencies better manage the many inherent
risks associated with operating an information system. The Framework enables
all organizations - regardless of size, cyber security sophistication, or level of
risk - to apply a disciplined and structured process that integrates information
security and risk management into the development of the entire life cycle of
a system.
RMF steps were designed to secure information systems in accordance with
the security practices that work effectively today. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has created a roadmap that details guidance
on RMF implementation, security controls, and categorization.
Securicon’s team is well-versed in the unique RMF needs and
requirements of each agency, including:
•

Security Planning & Documentation - Based on RMF steps 1-3b, Security
Planning and Documentation services ensure adequate security controls
are incorporated into the design of the system through logic, reasoning,
and a comprehensive understanding of the technical aspects of the system.

•

Security Assessments - Based on RMF steps 4-4b, Securicon’s Security
Controls Assessment ensures that the system’s controls have been
implemented and that they are effective in protecting the system and its
sensitive data.

•

Continuous Monitoring - As a central role in the RMF process, Continuous
Monitoring provides organizations with near real-time insight into risk
management. Securicon complements existing program capabilities to
ensure comprehensive system protection and compliance.

ABOVE AND BEYOND
Securicon’s team of federal experts understand that confidentiality, integrity,
and availability are crucial to the daily operations of government agencies. In
today’s tumultuous digital environment, agencies who act defensively serve as
easy targets for criminals looking to damage America’s interests. To stay ahead,
forward-looking policies and procedures must be designed and implemented
that keep the agency’s mission in mind.

FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICES
Securicon strives not only to meet the requirements and standards of practice
set forth in the RMF, but to exceed them by implementing a compliance program
that allows for agency-specific initiatives. By maintaining a proactive approach,
our federal customers can incorporate creative initiatives while in accordance
with regulatory mandates, keeping their organizations flexible in their attempts
to remain ahead of any emerging threats.
Put the industry’s brightest minds to work in your RMF process.
Learn more about Securicon’s expert solutions by giving us a call at 571-253-6565
or email us at sales@securicon.com.
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